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The Question Is Moot 
estae 
Vol. 42 No. 4 The University of Michigan Law School October 7, 1991 
'I Fa•nt: Scalia Coming 
To Judge Moot Court Finals 
Julie Beck 
News Writer 
It was only five words 
A Colwnbia La" School Moot 
urt finalist in 19~. surrounded b} 
Tiendsand family, stood up and saJd, 
"May it please the court.·· Then he 
weaved, buclded, and famted. 
Oneofhiscolleague,, Professor 
Yale Kamisar, said that the \I_ht of 
Supreme Court Justice Felix Frank· 
furter, who was servmg as the Chief 
Justice for the Moot Coun. n::nlkred 
the finalist's knees unworkabk 
Hopefully this scenano will not 
e repeated when U.S. Supreme Court 
Justice Antonio Seal ia serves as chief 
justice for the annual Henry M. 
Campbell Moot Court Competition 
finals to be held April6, 1992. 
In its 65th year, the Campbell 
Compctiuon is open to all interested 
2L, 3L and L.L.M. students of the 
Universit} of~1ich1gan Law School. 
"I think ll's a wonderful honor for 
Michigan," said Bill Fealko, 3L, one 
of last year's Moot Court winners m 
reference to Justice Scalia coming to 
judge the finals. "JusticeScaliajudged 
Moot Coun at Illinois (last year) and 
he was very aggressive and tough on 
the competitOrs." 
Kamisar agreed that Justice 
Scalia would be a good Moot Court 
judge. 
"Scalia is a former Chicago law 
professor, so he knows how to tie up 
a lawyer," said Krumsar. "His ana· 
lyucal powers are the best on the 
Court." 
Kamisar added that federal ap-
pellate court judges usually draw good 
crowds to \1oot Court finals, but he 
said thataSupremeCourtjustice wlll 
hkely make the event standing room 
only. 
The Campbell Moot Court 
competition consists of three rounds. 
Judge Tells Students 
rrv Law Not Reality~-~ 
By Derek B. Lipscomoc 
RG News Writer 
The hit TV series "LA la'>'" has 
pired many studenL'> to enter law 
~hoofs, but those same students have 
been hit with a dose of reality once 
they start classes or even start that 
fust job, said the chief judge of the 
U.S. District Court in Detroit. 
"Law is really not 'LA Law,' " 
said Chief Judge Julian A. Cook, Jr., 
of the U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan. "It is 
bard work. But it's a wonderful, 
'>onderful profession." 
Cook spoke to about40 students 
and administrators from the law 
S.:hool who were invited for a tour of 
his chambers Friday as part of the 
~lin<rity Affairs Program's Mentor's 
Pro&ram. 
The Mentor's Program pairs up 
~ers from Detroit and Ann Arbor 
\ilh first year studentS as a way to 
he~ them adapt to the profession and 
at the same time give the student 
SOmeone outside of the law school 
Alan Seiffert ('91 ) , OM of two ckrks for Judge Julian Cook , talks to 
$tudents in the judge's chambers. 
who can act as a role model. 
Cook, who graduated from 
Georgetown Law School in I 957 and 
has numerous mementos from the 
school in his chambers including an 
autographed basketball from Geor-
getown basketball coach John Th-
ompson, urged all of the students to 
consider becoming law clerks after 
they graduate. 
"Il's (ajob) that can bechalleng· 
ing," he said ... And it gets into under-
standing what it's like to be around in 
a courtroom and see what judges do." 
Cookaddedthatthestudentswho 
See MENTORS, page 9 
The quarterfinals will be held in the 
fall semester, while the semifinals 
and finals will be held during the 
winter semester. 
The quarterfinal problem was 
handed out Thursday. Participants 
will argue before the Supreme Court 
an appeal of Seau/e Audubon Sociery 
v. Robertson, a case handed do'>'n 
from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 
In that opinion, the Ninth Circuit 
found a federal statute enacted by 
Congress in 1990 to allow timber 
sales, Section 318 of the Department 
of the Interior and Related Agencies 
Appropriations Act, was in violation 
of the doctrine of separation of pow-
ers. 
Controversy over the statute 
arose out of disputes over logging in 
old growth forests in WashingtOn 
and Oregon, and particularly how it 
effected the nonhero spotted owl. 
Since certiorari was granted on 
June 28, briefs have been filed with 
the Court. Moot Court participants 
must sign a ceruficate of compliance 
not to consult any of the briefs al-
ready ftled m the case. 
Seaule Audubon Sociery is typi-
cal of the type of Moot Court cases, 
because it involves a difficult legal 
dispute and a current social topic. 
Theone·ortwo-person teams of 
participants in the Moot Court will be 
randomly assigned to either be peti· 
tioners or respondents for the case. 
Teams selected for the semifi-
nals will receive a new case in late 
December or early January, so they 
will actually have to prepare for two 
different problems in they make it to 
the later rounds. The competition will 
come down to two teams in the fmal 
See CALIA, page 5 
Economic Woes 
Heighten Job Anxiety 
By Lynette D. Simmons 
RG News Writer 
Second and third-year law stu· 
dents are probably feeling more than 
a little anxiety about job prospects 
for the coming year. For most stu· 
dents, on-campus interviews, in com-
bination with the uncertain economic 
forecast, produce more stress than 
anything else. 
Placement Director Nancy Kri-
eger has been visited by an unusually 
large number of very nervous 2Ls 
and has this advice to offer both 2Ls 
and the 3 Ls that did not receive offers 
from their summer jobs: "Relax; last 
year only one percent of 3Ls did not 
have a job before graduation." 
According to her, the number of 
employers coming to campus is only 
down four percent which approxi-
mates a normal fluctuation. Addi-
tionally, over seventy percent of 
employers are willing to interview 
3Ls. 
Krieger pointed out that the eight· 
ies were a "wild aberration." 
Large fi rms that hired only 
twenty people in the seventies were 
hiring seventy people in the eighties. 
While the firms are hiring fewer 
people in the nineties, the number of 
jobs available to 2Ls and 3Ls is still 
much larger in than the seventies. 
Even though employers are cut· 
Ling back, Krieger emphasized that 
the applicant pool is also trimmed. 
"Employers limit the number of 
schools where they conduct on·carn· 
pus interviews," she said. "Gener-
ally, employers cut the smaiJer 
schools and retain the larger national 
schools." 
The problem facing the current 
law students is how to re-adjust to the 
buyers market of the present. Krieger 
offers the following advice: Decide 
where you want to look and explore 
See ECONOMY, pa~e 9 
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Reflections on Student Ethos 
Letters to t he 
Editor: 
Last weekend, 1 went back to Denison and 
caught a soccer game. lr was a beautiful autumn 
\ day with golden leaves falling onto my beer bottle. 
Having played soccer at Denison, I knew the team 
\ 
well. So I knew the chemisrry among the players. 
They were not playing as a team that day. As a 
result. they lost and had a miserable time doing it 
As 1 picked a leaf off my bottle, our star for-
ward, "Bando," dribbled up the field. He juked 
three defenders but lost the ball in a crowd. Just 
then, a buddy elbowed me; he asked: "So what's it 
like? Up there at Michigan?" I said something like, 
''You know, it's law school." But unbeknownst to 
him, I went sailing on this obscure mental tangent: 
"Why is Bando still an asshole? I hated playing 
with him. He never passed but always whined that 
nobody ever passed to him. I would hate to work 
with someone like that, especially in a law firm. 
First chance, he'd click me." 
Taking another drink, I was struck by how per-
sonalities stand naked on a soccer field. Pop psy-
chologists could have a field day matching soccer 
playing styles with personal qualities. 
For much of that game, I related this mental 
tangent to my buddy's question. What is it like to 
go to Michigan Law? What is our ethos vis-a-vis 
Columbia or that San Diego school with the beach 
volleyball scene on the cover of its literature? I 
guess the Michigan ethos is created partly by tradi-
tion but mostly by the people here. 
I began to imagine what kind of soccer players 
Michigan law students and profs would make. To 
begin with me, I pass too much. Passing is an 
unappreciated art. On the soccer field and in class. 
But seriously, I pass too much on the soccer field 
because I lack confidence in my shooting. 
At law school, a number of people take shots in 
class from no-man's land or deep in the corner. In 
soccer, these gunners should pass to someone who 
has a better angle or who is within range. But then 
again, these players can surprise a goalie with a 
well-reasoned boot Then you have the far-too-
competitive players who don ' t realize that this is 
just a game. They take every game or grade as life 
or death. All Michigan students are more or less 
competitive, but these gunners rarely hang out and 
talk about something besides the law and they 
never go out after the game. Simply put, they are no 
fun to play with. Most of all, I hate a ball-hog. A 
ball-hog may have exceptional talent or may hustle 
his or her bun off, but I don't want one on my team. 
They cheat, back-stab, steal books and/or do not 
really care about others around them. Because 
what comes around goes around, they will get theirs 
some day. 
Analogies always have inherent weaknesses. 
And I am having problems stretching this one. In 
fact, upon rereading this, I am not sure I have real! y 
said anything about Michigan 'sethos-which was 
my whole point in writing this column. I am just 
trying to say that I enjoy playing the law school 
game with most students here, but a few take the 
sport and fun out of the game. 
-M.D.S. 
Dear Editor: 
On Friday, October 11, people all over lhe country will be 
celebrating National Coming Out Day. This will bean occasion 
where individuals from every walk of life share with olhers a 
special part of their identity. Men and women will identify 
themselves as gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Some of them will be 
acknowledging this part of their lives for the fust time. Each 
person whocomesouton lhis day w1ll reveal a facetofhis or her 
individuality that has often been ignored by society. 
Perhaps some of you reading this Jeuer are thinking of 
coming out. What does coming out entail? 
In lhe first place, coming out means coming out to yourself 
as lesbian, gay, or bisexual. It's a matter of pride and self-
respect. You finally acknowledge all of who you are. You have 
finally decided to live your hfe for yourself and not for olhers. 
You refuse to evade the difficulties of being different in this 
homophobic society anymore. You arc gay and you are finally 
happy about it; for once lhe two synonyms converge. 
In the second place, coming out means coming out to 
society. You are tired of bemg ignored by lhe society of which 
you are a vital member. You arc making an affumalive 
statement that you are indeed lesbian, gay, or bisexual. People 
around you can no longer den} your existence, nor exploit your 
acquiescence to be ignored. 
Finally, coming out means coming out to a community of 
people who share your feelings of frustration and hope. The 
lesbian, gay, and bisexual community can become your ex-
tended family, providing you lhe suppon that might be difficult 
to find elsewhere. You will discover the lavender circle within 
lhe blue-and-gray-suited world of the law school. You will 
make some new friends and see some old friends in a new lighL 
You' ll walk down lhe hallwaysofHutchins wilha new perspec-
tive; it'samazingly reassuring to see and know lhatkindred spir-
its are around you. That will make a whole world of difference 
in your daily life. 
Why come out on lhis particular day? National Coming 
Out Day is a time when you can come out wilh the visible 
suppon of your community. Many people, and maybe even 
some of your friends and acquaintances, will be corning out wilh 
you, to you. Those of us who have already come out will 
reaffirm our identity. Many olhers who are not lesbian, gay, or 
bisexual will lend their sympathetic support. The knowledge 
The Res G ... toe -October 7, 1991 - page 3 
The Conservative Column 
.. . On the American Economy 
By Michael David Warren Jr. restraints to force from a particular species of Pleas for such innovation solutions do not think that the handout mentality of the federal 
Today we live in an age or great economic industry some share of the capital which would 
uncertainty. Unlike generations before us, we otherwise be employed in it, is in reality sub-
are unsure of our ability to obtain a greater versive of the great purpose which it means tO 
standard of living than the our parents. Even promote. It retards, instead of accelerating, the 
we. law students at an elne school, have come progress of society toward real wealth and 
to feel the great wave of economic nervousness 
and anxiety. Even the American Dream of an 
upwardly mobile society appears under siege. 
After all, housing and transportation prices are 
eating a larger chunk of our mcome, while 
education and medical costs are increasing 
with no end in sight. Furthermore, America is 
no longer the largest creditor nation, but the 
world's largest debtor. Our products have been 
squeezed out of many vital industries (con-
sumer electronics, for instance . while other 
industries are under Stege automobile, com-
puter, e.g.). Many suggest that the economic 
plight of our poor is worsentng. Assuming 
arguendo these suggestions arc true, America 
needs to work extremely hard to better its 
position. Well, then, what can Americans do? 
[At this point many of my fai thful must be 
disillusioned-keep reading, you won 't be 
disappointed]. Many suggest we should: 
1) protect American industry from foreign 
competition (i.e. increase protecuonist legisla-
tion) 
greamess, and dimtmshes, instead of increas-
ing, the real value of the annual produce of its 
land and labor." Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 
1776 (reprinted by the Library of LiberaJ Arts, 
1961 , p. 247). I 
What America needs most desperately is a 
booster of good old free market, laissez-faire, 
capitalism. Innovative solutions, like HUD 
Secretary Jack Kemp's plan to allow thepoorto 
actually own their homes or Wayne County 
Executive Ed Mc1 amara's industrial enter-
prise zones (eliminating many taxes to allow 
businesses to sprout up around the proposed 
new Tiger Stadium) will spur economic revi-
talization. Current government policies, either 
greatly hinder economic growth (such as the 
small business taxes, high federal income taxes, 
etc.), or are miserable failures(wimcss Detroit's 
75% federal project's vacancy rates and 
Chicago's Cabrini Green Housing projects). 
Only by creating environments in which busi-
nesses can thrive will American industry flour-
ish. 
arise from traditional conservatives alone, but 
are increasingly heard from those most ef-
fected by American's economic problems. For 
instance, while Ted Kennedy, the epitome of 
the rich liberal (whose greatest contribution to 
society is sparing the public of the agony of 
another presidential campaign, and giving the 
National Enquirer a new story every week), is 
arguing from his ivory tower that more govern-
ment handouts is the key to solving the prob-
lems of the inner city, Rev. Keith Butler, the 
frrst black Republican ever elected to the De-
troit City Council, is lambasting such ap-
proaches. Butler, the leaderofthenewly formed 
national Coalition for the Restoration of the 
Black Family, reports that "[o]ur view is that 
much of the liberal black leadership and its 
polices have miserably failed to advance Afri-
can-Americans in this country . They have 
caused the weakening and denigration of black 
families and their economic prospects." quoted 
in Lambro, Thomas Nomination Splits Black 
Community, Conservative Chronicle, Septem-
ber 11, 1991, p. 17. He further states that 
"[m]ost of us feel that the whole civil rights, 
welfare state agenda has failed us. We prefer to 
see self-help, empowerment of the poor and 
real choice for our kids in education ... We 
government has fostered has failed us." !d. 
The liberal welfare state is not only in-
dicted Americans, but has been proven an 
absolute failure elsewhere. The most fascinat-
ing observation on this subject is that while 
Eastern Europe is literally tearing down the 
economic chains of communtsm, that the 
American "liberal" wishes the government to 
intervene further in the econom1c sphere-to 
somehow force industry to become both com-
petitive and responsive to the needs of the 
masses. Instead, America should be heeding 
the lessons of history. Communism and social-
ism has failed. 2 Most who lived under it hated 
it. and now reject both the poliucal and eco-
nomic repression it fostered. When Mr. Arch 
Puddington (an author who also works for 
Radio Free Europe/Radio Libeny) traveled to 
Eastern Europe just after the collapse of Soviet 
Hegemony there, he found that conservative 
economists Milton Freidman and Freidreich 
von Hayek were often mentioned as being 
extremely influential and respected by the past 
opposition leaders/current leaders. Andras 
Domany, a correspondent for Hungarian state 
radio, while visiting the United States explained: 
"Our economists are so set against the super-
ee WARRE ',page 8 
2) aid the economically disadvantaged 
(i.e. increase unemployment and welfare bene-
fits, institute socialized medicine, more hous-
ing projects, etc.) Broolcner Out of Control? 
3) provide "fair" opponunitics within the 
market (i.e. increase the minimum wage, 
strengthen Unions, impose quotas, etc.) 
4) increase taxes to lower the federal defi-
cit. 
In other words, to preserve the American 
dream, the government must intervene to rcdis-
tribure wealth and further strangle American 
industry. Anyone who has read Adam Smith's, 
The Weallh of Nations (1776) should under-
stand that such government intervention will 
only undermine America's ability to compete. 
Perhaps a grcatcrequityof distribution of wealth 
will occur following the liberals' agenda, but 
only at a greater cost for the enure nation: 
"[E]very system which endeavors, etther 
by extraordinary encouragements to draw to-
wards a particular species of industry a greater 
share of the capital of the society than what 
would naturally go to it, or by extraordinary 
that you arc not alone, the recogni tion that 
people all around you and across the countr) 
are courageously showing the world thcrr true 
colors will empower you to make the tnlltal 
step. The evident multitude \\hO pledges Its 
solidarity with you will enable you to shed your 
fear of revealing your true self to the world. 
There is strength in numbers. 
So wear your "Silence = Death" sticker, 
attend the coming out rally at the Diag, and 
come out and tell someone that you are gay, 
lesbian, or bisexual this Friday. You will feel 
so much better about yourself. And we salute 
you for making that brave first step. 
-Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Law Students 
Alliance 
By Adam F. Scales 
I knew that Michigan was one of the world's 
great law schools, but until I read Jeffrey 
Brookner's recent offering ("The Freight Train 
Out of Control"), I never would have believed 
that one could become an expert in ton law 
after just one semester. Wow! 
Actually, when I was through reading his 
anicle, I didn't believe it after all, and I felt the 
mauer could well usc further discussion. For 
while I agree that there was evidence of a 
freight train in Mr. Brookner's article, it had 
nothing to do with the tort system. 
Mr. Brookner frrst assatls the reasonable 
person standard as "purely imaginary". In one 
sense, he is entirely correct, for the "man in the 
Clapham omnibus" is a product of the legal 
imagina~~tion. But to suggest, as he does, that 
this is an unfair standard by which to hold all 
persons accountable is demonstrably implau-
sible. 
Consider Mr. Brookner's own example of 
his near-collision with Dean Bollinger. If the 
Dean were injured as a resuJt, Mr. Brookner's 
mauenuveness might well lead to liability. 
What he does not realize, apparently, is that 
bumping into Dean Bollinger-although it 
surely is an egregious offense- is not a ton for 
which Mr. Brookner may be held strictly liable. 
Mr. Brookner is not required to conduct him-
self perfectly (Whew!); he is simply required to 
conduct hiniself reasonably. He informs us that 
he nearly sideswiped the "Big B" while walk-
ing around a comer on his way to class. Ifl were 
his defense auomey, I would say "Splendid!", 
for people frequently jostle each other while 
maneuvering around comers in busy hallways. 
More importantly, everyone knows this, and 
this fact is certain to be weighed in applying 
standard of reasonable care under the circum-
stances. Thus, I would suggest to Mr. Brookner 
that he probably had little to worry about, as 
long as he wasn't sitting in the jury box. 
Moreover, when Mr. Brookner tries to 
articulate his policy distinction between "mere 
negligence" (don't compensate victim) and 
"gross negligence" (compensate victim), he 
es.sentially winds up arguing that "mere" neg-
ligence is no negligenceatall,atleastinsofar as 
the innocent victim is concerned. In a very 
limited number of contexts in which the possi-
bility and costs of error are unavoidably high, 
this may be appropriate. But it seems to make 
very little sense to boldly declare that a defen-
dant who is concededly negligent should be 
able to avoid paying for the injuries he has 
caused simply because he wasn 't especially 
careless. Perhapsbecauseofhisadmiuedclum-
siness, Mr. Brookner is unaware that most 
people do, in fact, use tum .>ignals, look where 
they are going, and generally behave reasona-
bly. It is precisely for this reason, that they are 
not called to answer for accidents in which they 
are blameless, but only those in which thc1r 
level of care falls impermissibly short of socie-
ty'sexpectations. (Similarly, most people would 
double-check the Model Penal Code before 
affixing their by-line to an erroneous quotation 
of its provisions - better check page 1190 of 
your casebook. Jeffrey.) 
Further, Mr. Brookner keeps getting his 
Torts outline mixed up wtth his Criminal Law 
notes. Very few people are "punished" by the 
tort system. Rather, the overwhelming major-
ity of cases 
contemplate nothing more than a forced 
judicial sale in which a tortfeasor is required to 
pay for the pound offlesh he has extracted from 
his victim. To the extent that the judgment of 
his peers that he did not exercise the level of 
care required in a modem society weighs heav-
ily on the conscience of a tortfcasor, and en-
courages him to be more circumspect in the 
future, our system of compensatory justice is to 
be praised. 
Let me add a ftnal word. I can readily agree 
with Mr. Brookner and other commentators 
that the tort system, as is the case with all 
human endeavors, is imperfect, and does not 
always achieve results consonant with the 
requirements of justice. But the real challenge, 
far from the stream-of-consciousness assault 
which characterized "The Fretghl Train Out of 
Control", is to offer creauve solutions to prob-
lems which require us to answer some funda-
mental questions about our society's values. I 
know Mr. Brookner is familiar with some of 
these solutions, and I earnestly hope that he will 
use this space to explore them. When he instead 
turns to his thesaurus for guuiance, however, it 
would be remiss not to pomt some of them out 
to him. 
TheRe. Gctla.:- Oclober 7, 1991 -page 4 
Students Told: If's Never Too Early to 
M alee a Career Cltoice 
By Derek B. Lipscombe 
RG News Editor 
Hmm? I wonder what I want to be in life? 
Maybe a small cog in the big machine of a 
giant law firm. Hey, got to pay off all of those 
student loarts. 
Or maybe I'll work for the government or 
be a public interest lawyer. Less money. But 
probably more rewarding in the long run. 
Or better yet A law clerk for a federal 
judge. Yeh. That's the ticket 
Actually, hey I just want ANY job. 
So maybe that's not exactly how the brains 
of the third year students at the law school are 
thinking during those "wear a suit" days for 
their interviews with prospective employers. 
Most of the fLISt years in fact probably are 
worried more about getting a clue in Kamisar or 
Israel's Criminal Law class or trying to remem-
ber what Rule 12(g) really is and when are they 
going to need to use it instead of finding a job. 
But Thursday afternoon classes were can-
celed so first years could close up their books 
and try to focus instead on career choices. 
"This program is really our concession to 
you to finding the job opportunities you want," 
said Dean Lee Bollinger to get the career choices 
seminar rolling. "We would actually like that 
you didn't think about this for two years. But 
we know that that is impossible and unrealis-
tic." 
Bollinger said that it is clear to everyone 
that the job market has undergone a dramatic 
change over the past five years. 
"There are troublesome concerns," he said. 
"And this program is to discuss to real facts as 
we see them." 
Law firms have doubled and even tripled 
their staffs. Clients have undergone a metamor-
phosis too, as they have begun to shop around 
for law firms which has added to increased 
competition in the profession. This change has 
also added a new dimension for lawyers who 
no~ have to spend a lot of time attracting 
clients. 
And the economic downturn has helped to 
almost push the concept of loyalties to law 
f mns out the door, sort of bow free agency has 
destroyed loyalty in Major League baseball. 
It used to be that unless lawyers wanted to 
leave, they could stay at at the law fum they 
started with for life. But now there have been a 
number of stories written about long-time major 
law fmns breaking apart and lawyers taking 
their clients with them to their next job. And 
partnerships are tougher to obtain. 
Bollinger said the recent change among 
the larger law firms has led to more students 
going after public Interest jobs. He said in the 
1970s, about 17 percent of the graduating stu-
dents went into public interest jobs. But the 
1980s were the ''me" generation and only four 
percent of Michigan Law graduates went into 
public interest work. So far in this decade, 
Bollinger said more students are taking public 
interest jobs, which has been helped out in part 
by the economy. 
Bollinger though acknowledged that part 
of the blame with more people going after those 
higher-paying jobs with law fmns "lays at our 
own doorstep," because of the large increases 
in tuition which can lead to a big debt for 
students. 
. Part of Thursday's program involved a 
panel discussion with four lawyers who work 
in different fields. Each of the panelists dis-
cussed how they got where they are and what 
influenced their decisions. 
Professor Suellyn Scarnecchia, who mod-
erated the panel discussion, started off this part 
of the program by tallci ng about her career path 
from her graduation from Michigan Law in 
1981 to her position here as a clinical law 
professor. After graduation, Scarnecchia 
worked for six years in a small firm in Battle 
Creek and eventually became a partner. But 
after six years, she left the firm to start teaching 
at Michigan. 
Scarnecchia told students that they all do 
have choices of what they want to do with their 
lives and that they don't all have to be "lem-
ings" and run to Room 200 to find a job. She 
added that students could actually have satis-
faction in their careers and that they should 
really hone in on what they are interested in. 
And finally, she said that the amount of work 
Kenyon & l(enyon 
of New York, N. Y. and Washington, D.C. 
studenL~ put into the search for a job will 
determines how good of a job they get and how 
satisfied they are at that job. 
"You 'II have to do a lot of research and 
work hard to find a job," she said. "It's not 
gomg to come easily." 
Scarnccchia said that even though fLISt 
years have only been in law school for five 
weeks that it would be to their advantage to 
start identifying their long-term career goals 
now to make those ultimate decisions about 
where they are going to work. 
The panel of lawyers was a chance for the 
first years to learn a little bit about different 
types of jobs. 
The panel consisted of Saul Green, a 
member of the Wayne County corporation 
counsel; Elliot Andalman, a lawyer with a 
small firm in a Washington suburb; David 
Tillman, a lawyer with a large firm in Detroit; 
and, Professor Julie Kunce Field, a clinical law 
professor at Michigan. 
One thing all ofthepanelistsstressed to the 
students is that they take a lot of time to re-
search their job possibilities. Research could be 
as easy as picking up a telephone and talking to 
either a Michigan Law alumnus or to other 
lawyers who students might know through 
family and friends. The panelists said lawyers 
usually love to talk about what they do and how 
they got there, but they added that students 
See JOB CHOICE, page 8 
enthusias ticaUy looks forward to interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Monday, October 28th 
fo r summer and permanent positions in 1992 
Our firm specializes in aU phases of Intellectual Property law, in particular, patent, trademark, trade 
secret, unf air competition and copyright law. Successful candidates generaUy have a technical background 
to enable them to function effectively in all areas of our practice. 
Warren Co~n~nission 
Continues Investigation 
By Peter Mooney 
RG News Writer 
The commission investigating the tear-
gassing incident on September 13 before the 
Notre Dame game is continuing, according to 
commission chair Michael David Warren, Jr. 
Warren said he is "recovenng from a dis-
astrous and slanderous attack by The Michigan 
Daily." The Daily published an editorial in last 
Tuesday's edition critic1zing Warren's leader-
ship. 
The editorial said that "The Warren Com-
mission" was moving too slowly to organize a 
student response to the gassing. It also stated 
that Warren has not held a meeting of the 
commission. 
Warren responded by pointing out that he 
had held two meetings before the editorial ran. 
"They knew we had met. They had report-
ers there," Warren said. "The attack verged on 
the edge of being libelous." 
He said the commission has made signifi-
cant progress. Specifically, he said the com-
mission is working with the University's Civil 
Liberties Board and campus ACLU. 
On Wednesday, the commission held its 
third meeting. 
Warren said many of the campus activists 
he had criticized for not participating in the 
investigation came to the meeting. 
The commission agreed to interview bar 
employees on duty September 13 to get a full 
picture of what happened. Several students 
who had been gassed also came to the meeting, 
Warren said. 
Theoretically, if · 
you ·are reading ., 
the Res Gestae 
right now, you . , 
: alreci'cly read the "' 
Res Gestae. Well, 
> :tell your fri:ends, ,:,. , : 
or something. : :,:::··· : . 
The Houston Office of 
ANDREWS & KURTH 
will be interviewing 
second-year students 
for summer associate 
and permanent positions 
Tuesday, October 29th 
We will also welcome questions about the 
pract ice of law in Dallas, Los Angeles, 
New York and Washington, D.C. and in 
particular, questions regarding our firm. 
SCALIA, from page 1 
round. 
The finalists will then have to submit 
wriuen briefs and present oral arguments be-
fore a panel of judges. 
Professor Merrit Fox, a faculty advisor for 
Moot Court, said that Associate Dean Edward 
Cooper has been "the spark plug in lovk1ng for 
andcontactingjudges" to judge for the Campbell 
Moot Court competition. 
Last year's bench was comprised of Chief 
Judge Julian Cook, of the U.S. District Court 
for the Eastern District of Michigan, Judge 
David Ebel, of the lOth U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals, Judge Ralph Guy, of the 6th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals, Floyd Abrams, a ftrst 
amendment lawyer from Washington and Dean 
Lee Bollinger. 
Former Supreme Court Justice William 
Brennan and former federal judge Robert Bork 
have served as Chief Justices in the past for the 
CampbelJ competition. 
The 1991-92 Moot Court board is com-
prised of four srudents. Fealko, Myles Hansen 
and Andy Rifkin, all3Ls, and Molly McMann, 
2L, will serve during the fall semester. 
Fealko and Rifkin are graduating in De-
cember and wi!J be replaced afterwards by 
Charles Ruck and Rocco Testani, both 3Ls. 
The inclusion of McMann is to ensure that 
next year, the board will retain someone who 
has experience with the entire process, "so they 
don't have tO reinvent the wheel," Fealko said .. 
Of the competition itself, past competitors 
said it takes a great deal of time, but that it is 
well worth it. 
"It's fun. It's work. You learn quite a bit," 
said Hansen, a semi-finalist from last year. "It 
is also a chance to have practical experience in 
a theoretical setting." 
Fealko, who teamed with Rifkin last year 
to win the Campbell competition, added that, 
"The most rewarding aspect of Moot Court was 
that you took areal life issue and saw it through 
from its inception to the end. 
"I thought I had a good handle on the topic 
in the quarterfinals, but by the time the ftnals 
rolled around, I had a new and refmed under-
standing. The whole process of diving in and 
then knowing the issue well was very reward-
ing." 
Registration for Moot Court is open until 
today. October 7. After that, students can only 
enter if someone who has already signed up 
does not submit briefs, thereby leaving open a 
spot 
Last year, of the approximately 80 teams 
who initially signed up, only 40 ended up 
submitting briefs. 
Briefs must be submitted in order for par-
ticipants to compete. Deadline for the briefs to 
be submitted isNovember4. Srudentscan also 
ask to have their oral arguments videotaped, 
which Fealko suggested is a "good learning 
tool." 
"You see all of your gestures, movements 
and the nuances of how you speak. You can 
learn a lot from seeing yourself on tape," he 
said. adding that videotapes oflast year· sf mats 
will be on reserve in the library. 
SPENCER FANE BRITT & BROWNE 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
is pleased to announce that it will 
be interviewing. 
interested second - year students on 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23 
for positions with the firm for Summer, 1992 
PLEASE SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW! 
(Firm resume available in Placement Office) 
If interested in our firm, but are unable to sign up for an interview, 
please forward your resume to: 
Ms. Browqyn McNeese, Recruiting Coordinator 
:s-pencer Fane Britt & Browne 
1000 Walnut, ste. 1400 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
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lL Student Senate Candidates Speak Out 
Syverud Section 
Julia L. Ernst 
As flfSt-year Summer Starters our section 
has a unique perspective on law school, which 
should have a strong representation in the Law 
School Student Senate. We have special issues 
toaddress(insideadviccon Wimer Term course 
selection, more integration with the other first 
year sections ... ), and also share the broader 
concerns of alll Ls (effective communication 
with faculty members, greater assistance with 
job searches (i.e. sample resume banks?), more 
social events - LSSS-sponsorcd tailgates, 
movie nights, theater/symphony evenings, 
parties with other grad schools, other 
ideas???. .. ). I would love to represent the 
Summer Starters on LSSS. 
Kelli Lynn Kerbawy 
I am a communicater. To communicate 
well demands an interest in people, what they 
say, why they say it. It demands respect., not 
only for yourself and what you seek to do, but 
for the people with whom you work. I would 
like a seat on the LSSS for several reasons. I 
would like the honor of representing our 
section's needs as summer starters and as law 
students. More importantly, I want the respon-
sibility of representing your needs as people. 
The LSSS determines the monies allotted to 
student interest groups and is the primary 
mouthpiece of general student concerns. I would 
like to ensure that our feelings on these and 
other issues are heard. I have the enthusiasm, 
the dedication and the skills to do this. I hope 
you will give me the chance to. 
Jonathan Shapiro 
The Law School is a fairly insular place. 
Even though every section knows the people 
within it., most students, even into their upper 
years, know a relatively small number of people 
outside of their f lfSt year section. The people in 
your section are basically your friends for the 
distance which makes it hard to get everyone 
together to do anything worthwhile. The Law 
School Senate, as I see it, is basically a bridge 
to fix this gap and bring together all of the 
sections and all of the years into one place to 
plan social events, budget money to student 
groups and make changes in policies and serv-
ices which effect everyone here. I would really 
enjoy the opportunity to represent the summer 
section, with its unique perspective and needs 
to the Senate. 
Jack Bernard 
I would like to represent our class to the 
Law School Student Senate. As Summer Start-
ers we have some particular concerns. Al-
though we'll have completed almost half of our 
legal ~ucation by summer, we aren' t permit-
ted to take advantage of our additional credits 
when looking for summer jobs. There's still 
time to remedy this! 
Also, LSSS may be able to sponsor activi-
ties that enable us to get to know some of the 
other sections (i.e. more parties at Dominick's, 
etc.). We could use some new bike racks in the 
quad as well. 
I'd appreciate your vote. 
JefTKoppy 
My interest in the position of Summer 
Starter representative to LSSS stems from my 
belief that I have a considerable contribution to 
make to my section. Some of my strongest 
assets include an accurate feeling of the general 
sentimentofthe class and a definite ability to be 
accessible and to listen to the concerns that the 
that can certainly be used to effectively ad-
vance our interests- and, indeed, I hope you 
will give me the opportunity to do just that 
Kamisar Section 
Ina Kurcz 
A reasonable student attending Michigan 
Law, who fails to exercise due care, can easily 
become passive and distanced from issues 
outside of their casebooks. Within each stu-
dentisaspirit(some would say likethatofferae 
naturae) that needs to be captured and chan-
neled towards becoming involved in the deci-
sion-making process and the policies of the 
school. "Therefore, what?" 
The point is that I want to be involved and 
assist you in doing the same. Possible means of 
doing this include through a section newsletter, 
section parties, T -Shirts, and whatever else you 
suggest I want to voice all of your concerns, 
not just my own. 
As they say in Minnesota, I mean Chicago, 
vote early and vote often. 
J ay Bansal 
If elected as our sections' representative I 
will always be available to bear your concerns 
and bring them up before the LSSS. Further-
more, I will always keep you informed about 
LSSS decisions which affect our class and the 
law school in general. Finally, I will propose 
fun activities and promote ideas which benefit 
our class (like more free beer nights at Rick's). 
Cara A. Goldberg 
As the first year representative in the Law 
School Student Senate for G Section, I face the 
task of speaking for and representing ninety of 
my peers to the rest of the student body. 
Uniquely qualified in the area of speaking (orat 
least willingness to speak) and lucky enough to 
know an awful lot of you, I feel that I could 
adequately voice our needs, concerns and sug-
gestions to the rest of the Senate. I feel very 
Israel Section 
Brian Kelly 
I'm Brian Kelly, a flfSt year from Roches-
ter, Michigan and I would like the opportunity 
to represent the men and women of my section 
as an LSSS representative. The Srudent Senate 
is an organization focused on the people that 
make up this Law School, many of whom I 
have been fortunate enough to meet and learn a 
little about in the last month. The students here 
make up such an incredibly diverse and tal-
ented group that no single voice can speak for 
everyone, but I hope that with the confidence of 
my classmates I will be allowed to take a 
chance. 
Dennis Kiker 
I would serve well as flfSt year representa-
tive to the Student Senate for several reasons. 
First., being an older swdent of thirty-two years, 
I can offer not only the undergraduate experi-
ences we all share, but also lessons taught by 
eleven years in the computer and semiconduc-
tor industry. Experience which also gives me 
insight into needed improvements in the com-
puting resources of the law school. Finally, I 
believe that, amid the many issues addressed 
by the Senate, no matter is too trivial, be it the 
condition of the refrigerator or the excessive 
Shaw Section 
Cynthia A. Stroman 
As a representative of the ftrst-ycar class, 
I would promote the educational excellence of 
Michigan Law School and advance the inter-
ests of the various student groups which help 
maintain a balance between studies, career 
development and social interaction. My six 
years of business experience have given me 
trained practice in organzation, negotiation, 
public speaking and project leadership. I would 
like to use these skills to effectively represent 
our class in the Law School Student Senate. 
Lauren Krasnow 
Do you want a "sangria night" for our 
section at Domenick's? Do you have problems 
with the fmancial aid office? Do you have 
better things to worry about? If yes, then vote 
for me-I'll worry about them for you. We have 
great people in our section and class, and I'd 
like to help plan fun things to do together 
outside of class-parties, more law school nights 
at Rick's, etc. However, I also want to imple-
ment your other suggestions-things about 
classes and the administration that you wish 
were different. So please vote for me-I appre-
ciate you suppon! Thanks!! 
Aron Ahola 
The purpose of the law school senate as I 
see it is twofold. First, the senate should serve 
to facilitate the relationship between the stu-
dentsand the administration and faculty. Having 
had experience in simialr si tuations, I feel 
capable of carrying out this duty. Secondly, 
and more importantly. by the time Friday rolls 
around we've all had enough ofreading about 
things being "rendered nugatory through the 
interposition of subterfuges." This is where 
softball and beer come into play-and I assure 
you I'm the man for the job. As fellow mem-
bers of the "remedial section" I'm sure you 
share my desire to blow off steam and will join 
in my quest to sec that senate funds and energy 
are directed towards both "intellectual" and 
social pursuits. 
James G. Giles 
Benjamin Dissraeli wrote in chapter 5 of 
his 1844 novel, Coningsbv, that "Innaction 
discards Prescnpuon, shrinks from Principle, 
disavows Progress; having rejected all respect 
for antiquity, it offers no redress for the present, 
and makes no preparation for the future." 
In furtherance of the alliterative style 
employed by D1ssraeli, I feel that the first year 
class has the Potential to positively affect the 
Progression of the student body as a whole. I 
am of the opinion that the student senate is the 
route down wh1ch we should travel to reach that 
goal, a unilied progression. While participat-
ing as a student representative at the University 
ofVirginia, it became obvious to me that~ while 
students were advoca1es of different routes, our 
destinations were often the same. The Law 
School student senate can serve as the toll 
booth, collecting the ideas of its representatives 
and via discussion and debate can yield policies 
and agendas that rcOcct the principles and ideas 
of our students. In the capacity of a student 
representative. or indeed, the driver of one of 
the vehicles, I hope to bring the ideas of my 
classmates to the toll, in an effort to have our 
inexperienced, yet eager voices heard. 
The Docket 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
JOURNAL OF LAW REFORM NOTE PUBLICATION POLICY: The University of 
Michigan Journal of law Refonn is dedicated to publishing original scholarly legal writing by 
.Michigan students. To this end, the Journal wiJJ accept Notes from non-members. Any second-
or third-year student who would like to publish a Note with the Journal should express their 
interest by pendaflexing Tom B yme, the Journal's Executive Note Editor, by Friday, October 18. 
Note writers will be required to conduct preliminary research on the viability of their topic and 
complete the Note within the Journal's time franne. 
IPSA wiJI be holding organizational commince meetings this week. THE SPEAKERS 
COMMITfEE will meet on Wed., Oct. 9 at 4pm. in Room BlOC HH by the pendaflexes. The 
PROJECTS COMMITTEE and PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMJTTEE will meet on Thurs., Oct. 
10. Time and Room TBA (Check IPSA BuUetin Board) All interested students invited. 
A TIENTION ALL FIRST YEAR LAW STUDENIS: On Thursday, October 17, you wiU 
be given the opportunity to find out about the different elective classes available to you for winter 
semester. The classes covered will be the foUowing: 
Lawyers & Clients 
Health Law 
History of Criminal Justice 
International Organizauon 
Political Philosophy 
Faculty members will give a brief overview of the classes listed above. The meeting will be 
held from 12:30 to I :00 p.m. on Thursday, October 17, m Room 116. 
For any law student interested in Laking a clinic or practical course winter semester, an 
infonnational meeting will b~ held on Tuesday, October 15, 1991 from 12:30 to l:OO p.m. in 
Room 116 HH. 
Various faculty members wtll give a bnef ovcr.·tcw of the followmg courses: 
Clinical Law 
Child Advocacy Clinic 
Women and Law 
Environmental Law 
Urban Communities 
Criminal AppeUate Practice 
Lawyer as Negotiator 
Trial Practice 
LAW SCHOOL EARLY REGISTRATION CALENDAR FOR WINTER TERM 1992 . 
October 9. 1991 
Materials available for seminar and clinic reservations in Room 300 Hutchins Hall. Some 
professors may require interviews for their seminars. Consult the materials for this infonnation. 
interviews must be completed by Oct. 17. 
October 9. 1 991 
Summer Starter Registration Meeting. Sections A, B, C. 2:30 p.m. Room 100 
October 15. 1991 
Information Meeting: Practical Courses and Clinics 12:30 to 1:00 p.m. Room 116. 
Ocwber 14. 1991 
F'rrst-Year Fall Starter Registration. Mtg. Sections G. & H 11:20 a.m. Rrn. 120. 
0cWber 16. 1991 
First-Year Fall Starter Registration. Mtg. Sections D, E & F. 2:30 pm Rrn. 218. 
October 17. 1991 
First-Year Fall Starter Registration. Mtg. Sections I, & J. 9:30 am Rrn. 100. 
OctQber 17. 1991 
First Year Elective Meeting. 12:20 to 1:00 p.m. Rm. 138 
Qctpber 18, 1991 
Seminar and Clinic Sign-up Deadline-Noon Rm. 300 Hutchins Hall 
Octgbcr 28. 1991 
Registration materials available, including seminar and clinic reservation lists. Room 300, 
Hutchins Hall. 
November 4. 1991 
Early Registration Deadline-Noon Room 300, Hutchins Hall. 
November 20. 1991 
Early registration results; send election sheets with cover lener to pcndaflexes. 
Nov. 21-22. 1991 
Students who were redlined and had no alternative choice can add. Room 300 Hutchins Hall. 
December 16-20, 1991 
Validation of Identification Cards. Room 300, Hutchins Hall. 
CALENDAR 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 
MOOT COURT: Students interested in competing in the Campbell Moot Court Competi tion 
should return registration forms to either the Moot Court office (377 Legal Research) or to the 
Moot Court pendaflex (near the third floor receptionist) by 5:00p.m., Monday October 7. 
~ OcwberMeeting, Monday,October 7, 12:30 p.m.inRoom 132. Program: Public, 
Private, or Government? Thinking About the Options. Election of representatives to the WLSA 
Board and to the basement Network. 
Attention Second and Third Years. WLSA will be elecung two representatives to fiU 
vacancies on the WLSA Board at today's meeting {12:30 p.m. tn Room 132). Check your 
pendaflex for our flyer. 
Attention First Years. WLSA will be elecung tv.·o first-year reprcscntauves to the WLSA 
Board at today's meeting (12:30 p.m. m Room 132). Check your pendaflex for our flyer. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 
ALREADY THINKlNG ABOUT A LAW SCHOOL YEARBOOK? Well so are we!! The 
fiist pre-sale will be Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, October 8-10, from I O:OOa.m. to 2:00 
p.m., at the table outside Room 100. The cost is S34.00- but if you buy now, you will also get 
a "Stucchis" gift certificate. So stop by the table and orderyour copy today. Questions? Call Jill 
Bernson at 764- 7035. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Summer Jobs in Environmental Law Forum. ELS will be hosting the third annual Forum on 
Summer Jobs in Environmental Law this Wed., Oct. 9, at 5:00 in Room 120. Second- and third-
years who have worked such jobs will share their insights. They will lend a sense of what kinds 
of jobs are available in public interest organizatior.s, governmental agencies, and private finns. 
They will also give tips on finding, landing, and funding these jobs. First-years (as weU as 
interested second- and third-years) are welcome and encouraged to attend. 
Freeborn & Peters 
of Chicago, IUinois 
is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested 
students at the University of Michigan Law School 
on Monday October 28, 1991 
TheRe. Ge.tae- PIIP 
ECONOMY, 
continued f rom page 1 
centralized socialist planning mechanism that 
no Keynes or Galbraith would have a chance." 
Marian Lemke, another East European echoed 
these sentiment: "Those who have lived under 
a totalitarian system are looking for something 
completely different; we are not interested in 
leftist thinking." 
Unfortunately , Americans now tend to 
possess an MTV memory-i.e. it is very, very 
short-so short, in fact, that Tom Tsongas (one 
of those unknown Democratic candidates wish-
ing to further his party's tradition of losing the 
presidential race) and Congressman Gephart 
(one of the past unknown Democratic presi-
dential candidates who furthered his party's 
tradition of losing the presidential race) argue 
that only by further socializing our economic 
and political systems can America solve its 
problems. Obviously neither majored in eco-
nomics nor history. 
America, however, cannot afford 10 fail 
this lesson in history. Further government in-
tervention will only lead to greater economic 
waste and inefficiency, and will bring greater 
harm to future generations. The same Congress 
which is clamoring for Lighter economic regu-
lation also vote for billions of dollars of deficit 
spending. (They have even been proven to 
increase deficit spending even when they raise 
taxes.) They, of all people, are the greatest 
indictment against allowing Uncle Sam regu-
late the economy. 
1This quote's purpose, of course, is merely 
to pacify those who enjoy my reprinting of 
classic political and economic works. For 
those of you who posted the propaganda post-
ers during my election campaign last year which 
read "Aren't you tired of hearing J.S. Mill 
quoted like George Will?" I would like to note 
that the answer from the law school community 
is"NO!" 
Besides, I will continue to quote libertar-
ian and conservative texts if for no other reason 
than to give you something to complain about. 
1 I understand that this not absolutely true. 
After all, China, Vietnam, and Cuba (and a 
couple others) are still hanging on to Marx or 
Mao. The tragedies of each country since the 
communists grabbed control are among the 
worst atrocities the world has ever witnessed. 
Those of you still secretly (or not so se-
cretly) clinging to such totalitarian doctrines 
may have my condolences, but not my regrets. 
As President Reagan predicted: Communism 
is headed for the ash heap of history." 
JOB OPTIONS, continuedfrompage4 
can't be docile in their approach. 
"I think you've just got to be very cu-
rious and you've got to be very aggres-
sive about it," said Green, who graduated 
from Michigan Law School in 1972 and 
has worked in the government sector since 
then. 
But Green said that he has learned 
more about how to go about getting a job 
since he graduated than he was while he 
was a student 
He said he ended up in government 
service ini tially "somewhat out of de-
fault " 
"I did not have the detailed strategy 
that a lot of my friends had," Green said. 
"I was always envious of my classmates 
who knew what they wanted to do. I still 
didn't know even in my third year." 
His flrst job was in the pre-hearing 
department for the Michigan Court of 
Appeals. He said one appeal of the job 
was that it would give him more time to 
figure out what he really wanted to do and 
another was that he would be able to hone 
his slcills. 
Since then, Green has worked for the 
U.S. Attorneys' Office for the Eastern 
District of Michigan and the Detroit of-
fice of the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. He started working 
for Wayne County in 1989. 
One thing all of the panelists had in 
common was that none of them had 
worked in only one job after graduating 
from law school. They said their priori-
ties in life had changed or a better oppor-
tunity had presented itself. 
Tillman said he didn't want to worry 
about the politics of a large law fum, nor 
did he want to have to be pressured into 
generating a heavy amount of billable 
hours when he ftrst graduated. So instead, 
he took a job with Michigan Consoli-
dated Gas, a utility company in Detroit, 
shortly after graduating from Michigan 
in 1984. The company's in-house fum 
had l3 lawyers. 
Whi.le many of his classmates who 
went to work for large law firms didn't 
see the inside of a courtroom for years, 
Tillman said he got his chance early on to 
argue his own case. 
After three years though, Tillman 
said he was ready to move on. 
Working on utility rate making cases 
weren't the most exciting types of cases, 
be said. 
"It took all of the strength I could 
muster just to stay awake preparing for one 
rate case," said Tillman. But he said the 
experience was well worth it. 
Tillman's second job was with But-
sell Long in Detroit, where he is doing a lot 
of civil litigation work. While the work no 
longer involves utility rate cases, the work 
load can get heavy, such as the case he is 
just about to start trial on which has about 
75,000 pieces of papers in the files. And 
the cases are much more intriging, such as 
another case he has just started discovery 
on which involves a woman in the psychi-
atric ward of a Detroit hospital Tillman's 
fum represents who has filed a lawsuit 
against the hospital claiming that one of 
the male hospital workers solicited her to 
perfonn oral sex. 
"Anyone who tells you working in a 
large law finn has no sex appeal is wrong," 
he said. 
Field started out as a law clerk for a 
federal judge in Kansas City after graduat-
ingfrom UniversityofChicagoLawSchool 
in 1985. But after two years, she did what 
she thought a Chicago graduate should do: 
work for a large law firm. 
While she didn't specifically say she 
didn't like her job with the Boston firm 
which specialized in commercial litigation 
and domestic litigation, or what she called 
"divorces for millionaires," Field didn't 
stay there long. 
"I was there for two year and eight 
days. Not that I was counting," said Field, 
who left the Boston fum to take a position 
as a clinical law professor at Michigan. 
Andalman's career path wasn't typi-
cal for his fellow classmates from the 1973 
graduating class at Michigan. He and his 
wife, who he met in law school, moved to 
Hattiesburg, Miss. to start their own two-
person law fum as civil rights lawyers. 
Even though we starved for a few 
years, we had a great time doing it," he 
said. 
After 14 years in Mississippi, Andal-
man and his wife moved to the Washing-
ton area after she took a job with the 
National Legal Aid and Defendants Asso-
ciation. Andalman took a job with a small 
two-lawyer labor law firm and is now with 
a five-lawyer general practice fum in 
Tacoma Park, Md. , which is just outside of 
Washington. 
"I think we are the largest firm in 
Tacoma Park," he said. 
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ARMCHAIR, continuedfrompage 11 
Florida and Shane Matthews on national TV. 
-Gino Testosterone: Don 'tbelieve the hype. 
Period. 
-Vaughn Dunbar: Needs huge games every 
week. (But how 'bout those Hoosiers! Their 
defense must have played one great game to 
hold those Spartans scoreless. Good game? 
Adequate game? O.K. All they had to do was 
show up.) 
-Russell "The Love Muscle" White: As 
long as Chris Vesper's Cal Bears keep on 
rollin', the "Muscle'"s stock will continue to 
rise. 
-Who's Houston's quarterback anyway? 
TOP TEN: 
l.F(redDawkins) S(tate) U(University)2. 
Miami 3. Washington 4. Tennessee 
5. Oklahoma 6. Michigan 7. Notre Dame 
8. Baylor 9.PennSt. lOGary Lazarsky. Also 
receiving votes: Todd Rubenstein, Jeff Hine-
baugh et al (You boys know who I'm talking 
about.), SUNY-BINGHAMTON, Prof. Kau-
per. 
BASEBALL WRAP-UP/PREVIEW 
Can anyone deny the great story that was 
'is) the Atlanta Braves? Hats, and scalps, off to 
lbe Bravos. [All those seeking interviews with 
Atlanta fmns, do it quick because I) you'll 
miss all the fun, and 2) Dave Messinger, Mike 
Rubinger, and Paul Schwartz have all but 
monopolized the market. Be careful though, 
.\ir. Rubinger, alias "Kid Rip," has been known 




Contenders: Howard Johnson-if the (my) 
Mets were even remotely good, here's your 
MVP. Dave Justice-Had he played an entire 
year, instead of 213 of one, he may have re-
ceived the nod. Lee Smith-4 7 Saves, to win the 
Utle by a record 16 saves over his nearest 
competitor. Almost single handcdly kept an 
undermanned Cardinals ballclub in the same 
area code (O.K. it was a big area) as the Pirates 
forthebetterpanofthe year. Butareliefpitcher 
must part the Red Sea to win this award. Bobby 
Bonilla-Uh, uh. Not with the best player in 
etther league playing on the same team. 
Runner-Up: Terry Pendleton-Did every-
thing, and did it well. The NL Batting champ, 
and probable Gold Glove, produced nms,saved 
runs, and provided much needed leadership. 
Helped keep Braves afloat for a month and a 
half while Justice and Sid Bream were on the 
shelf. 
WINNER: BARRY BONDS. Simply the 
best player in the league, on the best team in the 
league. Did it all. How many people can hit30 
HR's,drivein 116runs,stealover40bases, and 
play Gold Glove defense in left field-two 
>ears in a row! And as a Mets fan, I can tclJ you 
be certainly lacks no flair for the clutch and 
dramatic play. Super player. Everything his 
father should have been, and more. 
American League: 
Contenders: Joe Carter-Led the Blue Jays 
anemic offense. Was awesome the ftrSt half, 
only great in the second. But Joe, lose the 
shades. (It also might be said that Roberto 
Alomar was the Jays MVP, so sorry Joe) Jose 
Canseco-Onceagain, the man showed his worth. 
Another awesome year 40+ HR 's, l20+ RBI's, 
25+ SB 's- not to mention consistent hustle and 
intensity in an otherwise down year for the A • s. 
Has a shot. Frank Thomas-BiliGG Frank 
Thomas. Great numbers. Another player who 
kept his team in a race they shouldn' t have been 
in. Only his first FULL year in the Bigs. Wow! 
Ruben Sierra/Julio Franco/Juan Gonzalez/ 
Rafael Palmiero-Only problem is, I don't think 
the award's ever been given to an entire lineup 
before. 
Runner Up: Cal Ripken. Another story 
like Hojo's- if his team just wasn't so bad. Great 
all around player and a sureftre Hall of Farner. 
Winner: The Big Guy, CECIL FIELDER. 
Great year. Again. Also, he's goLta be the 
sentimanlal choice after being snubbed last 
year. Who can argue this call. 
CYYOUNG'S 
National League 
Contenders: Jose Rijo-would've won it 
with a full year's service. John Smiley- uh, NO. 
Steve Avery-great year, great future, but again 
a teammate stands in his way. John Smoltz-
Bcst pitcher in the league after the AS break, 
but half a season and 13 wins just don't cut it. 
Runner-Up: Lee Smith 
Winner: TOM GLA VINE-20-garne win-
ner was leader of the young Bravo pitching 
staff. 2.54 ERA and a bucket full ofK 's to boot, 
who can argue. 
American League 
Contenders: Jim Abbott, Mark Langston, 
Bryan Harvey-how the he!J could the Angels be 
so bad? Jack McDowell- Mean looking pitcher 
with some nasty stuff. And, Mr. Messinger 
adds, he plays guitar. Maybe someday ... soon. 
Jack Morris, Kevin Tapani, and first half whiz 
Scott Erickson-one BIG reason the Twins were 
so good. Juan Guzman-see Smoltz above. Bill 
Gullickson-I don't care what the excuse is, no 
one with an ERA anywhere near 4.00 should 
never, ever, EVER win this award. 
Winner: Who else, ROGER CLEMENS. 
Simply the best pitcher in baseball, yhearinand 
year OUL 
ROOKIES OF THE YEAR 
NL: JEFF BAGWELL, Astros. 
AL: CHUCK KNOBLAUCH, Twins. 
Must be something about that dome air. A 
word of advice to these two tots. Watch out for 
the sophmore jinx that haunted Frank Thomas 
and Juan Gonzalez. NOT. 
MANAGERS OF THE YEAR 
NL: BOBBY COX, Braves RU: Jim 
Leland. Best Manager in Baseball. 
AL: TOM KELLY, Twins RU: Sparky 
Anderson. With mirrors. 
The winner should be, but won't be, Paul 
Schwartz. 
COMEBACKPLAYERSOFTHEYEAR 
NL: OREL HERSH1SER, for even mak-
ing it back. 
AL: JOSE GUZMAN, for making it back 
against all odds, as well as the wishes of his own 
team's front office, to have a super year. 
WORST MANAGER EVER- Bud Har-
relson. See ya!! 
Post Season Picks: 
NL- Pirates in 6. AL- Twins in 7. Why? 
I have no idea. 
I'm going to sleep. I'll see you all next 
week. Go Blue! and goodnight. 
MENTORS, continued frompage 1 
arc interested in becoming law clerks should 
not restrict their search to areas that they want 
to live in and practice. 
"Don't worry about geography," he said, 
because a good law clerk is a valuable com-
modity for a law ftrm. 
Two Michigan Law graduates are pres-
ently serving as Cook's two law clerks, Lisa 
Freeman ('90) and Alan Seiffert ('91). 
Seiffert said 80 percent of the reason that 
he decided he wanted to become a law clerk, 
was that he "wanted to be more marketable." 
Even though he was an editor on the Michi-
gan Law Journal and had worked his summers 
with two large fmns in Los Angeles and New 
York, Seiffert said law fum employers still 
questioned whether he had what it took to be a 
lawyer. He said he thinks the questions were 
because he was a minority. 
"As a person of colorl think it's important 
to get as many credentials as possible," said 
Seiffert, who is from Los Angeles. "You al-
ways have to better than the rest, because 
you're always questioned." 
Getting the law clerk job though wasn't 
easy for Seiffen, who has been clerking for 
eight weeks now. 
He didn't have the best grades in his class 
and he had to compete with about 300 other 
people for his position. Plus, Seiffert said he 
wanted to work for a liberal, minority jud~e. 
Something of which, he said, has become a 
vanishing breed. 
Seiffensaidheknowsof people who gradu-
ated with him this spring from Michigan who 
had grade point averages of over 3.9 but could 
not land a law clerk job. 
Personality, he said, can play a big part in 
the decision. 
And being a law clerk acrually means 
more than just researching and writing memos. 
Federal district judges don't get bailiffs, so the 
law clerks have to substiUJLe. 
But Freeman and Seiffert's job also put 
them in one of the most lavish courtrooms in 
the nation. 
The chief judge's courtroom is the small-
est in the federal courthouse, but it is also the 
oldest. And except for the ceiling, the floor and 
the seats and tables, the courtroom is almost 
entirely constructed out of marble. 
Built in 1896, the courtroom was in the 
original federal courthouse in Detroit. But in 
1931, the federal government decided that it 
wanted to build a larger courthouse. 
But instead of just razing the entire build-
ing, the interior of the chief judge's courtroom 
was stored in a warehouse while the new court-
house was being builL 
In 1933, the courtroom was restored. It's a 
complete replica of the original, except for the 
ceiling, floor and the lighting. 
Along the ceiling, there are 78 stone-carved 
lions heads, which Cook said represents the 
strength of justice. The lions heads are just one 
of a number of differem symbols in the court-
room. 
On both sides of the judge's bench there 
are 12-foot marble columns which were im-
ported from Italy with marble lions at the top 
holding the world. 
Hanging on the walls are portraits of the 
former chief judges for the Eastern District. 
Cook said recently a group of high school 
students was visiting his chambers and won-
dered why his portrait was not on the wall. 
"I told them that I would soon to delay that 
honor, because they're all deceased justices," 
he said. 
ECONOMY, contin-
ued f rom page 1 
the legal community in that city beyond fmns, 
which means primarily government, in-house 
counsel and public interest positions . 
In doing this, Krieger suggested that stu-
dents go outside the process located in Room 
200 by sending letters and resumes to smaller 
general practice fums. 
And what about those stress producing 
interviews in Room 200? 
Krieger urges srudents to be themselves. 
"You have a lot of value beyond your 
grades and relation to Law Review and Moot 
Court," she said. "Above all, you want to find 
the place where you fit. And this is more likely 
if you are yourself." 
And what about the infamous "ding" let-
ters? 
Every body gets rejected, according to 
Krieger, and a student should not let this chill 
his or her enthusiasm. 
"A studentcannotalways evaluate an inter-
view because employers arc not always predi-
cable and the process of choosing one student 
over another is not necessarily logical," she 
said. 
MikeGassoftheBoston law fum of Palmer 
and Dodge said he found interviewees oa the 
whole to be well-prepared and interesting. 
However, he indicated that he sensed the 
cynicism regarding Boston as soon as an inter-
vie wee entered the room. He said he was disap-
pointed to find that Boston had such a poor 
reputation as far as jobs, but encourages stu-
dents with an interest in working in Boston to 
pursue it. 
Gass said that at one point his fum stopped 
coming to Michigan because the response was 
so poor. 
"Admiuedly, the market is tougher," he 
said, "but it would be ill-advised to give up on 
BostOn without trying." 
Michael Conricode, 2L, finds interview-
ing stressful along with many of his friends. 
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IT'S UP AND IT'S • • • 
By Lance Hardenburg 
RG Spons Editor 
What has happened to the college placekicker? Is the new 
goal post really that much of a problem? Are teams going to stop 
auempting the field goal? Will all the teams playing Michigan 
miss their extra point attempts? Is the Heismann going to the 
kicker who makes more than fifty percent of his attempts? 
The NCAA has squeezed the posts together, and coaches 
are losing their hair over it 
ABC did a piece during halftime of the Michigan game 
about the new change. They suggested that the coaches may 
auempt less field goals. Liuledid we know that they would also 
no longer be attempting to kick for the extra point. Both of 
Michigan's last two opponents have been unable to convert 
most of their point after attempts, much to the delight of 
Wolverine fans. Mowrey of Florida State could not make his 
extra points consistently (and had trouble again this weekend) 
and Hawkeye Coach Hayden Frye decided not to even attempt 
them. 
J. D. Carlson may not be the flashiest of the Wolverine 
players, but he may decide a greater number of games. I know, 
chances are that Desmond Howard will be the greatest threat, 
but kickers generally lead their teams in point scoring. Also, 
although Howard may keep U of Min a game until the end, more 
often those close games are decided with a field goal. 
The decision to bring in the goal posts seems to be moti-
vated by a desire to reduce scoring and to force teams to drive 
further into the other teams territory. Teams will have to either 
drive further, or give up the ball. Or they can try a fake punt, 
right Hayden? 
The best solution of all may be not to change the game plan 
at all. Much of the poor kicking may be the result of a change 
in mentality for the kickers. They may start believing that they 
will miss rather than make the kick. 
So Jet them ldck away. As one player said earlier this 
season, they may have reduced the width of the posts, but the 
center of the goalposts is still the same. 
Case in point is Jason Hansen. Hansen is the kicker for 
Washington State. This weekend he lined up for a sixty-two 
yard field goal. He must not have looked anywhere but the 
middle of the posts, because that is where it went. He just put 
his head down and put the ball right through the middle. Preuy 
easy, huh? It was also a NCAA record. 
So much for forcing them to drive down the field. 
Besides the redesigned field goals, the most exciting change 
in football may be the addition of Penn State to the Big Ten. Joe 
Paterno and his crew are sure to create some great games with 
the old members of the conference. But the greatest part of the 
switch may be for the Nittany Lions fans because now Paterno 
has one more milestone within his reach, the Rose Bowl. I can 
already sec Danny LaSalle there now ... "If it's fixed, just let 
me know so I can go home." 
Some have said that we will have to change the name to the 
Big Eleven. Others have suggested that we just drop one of the 
present members to keep the conference the same size. 
It has been suggested that we drop the Northwestern Wild-
cats from the conference to make room for Penn State. This idea 
fell out of vogue after Northwestern's shellacking of Wake 
Forest two weekends ago, 41-14. Not even Chad Thomas could 
remember the last time the Wildcats were that dominant Al-
though the 'Cats narrowly lost this weekend, their spot in the Big 
Ten should be secure. 
Michigan State, on the other hand, may be leaving. Every-
one wants to know why the Spartans are playing so horribly, but 
no one has the answer. 
Does Perles regret not taking the New York Jet's job when 
it was offerred to him? I do not know, but! can tell you that after 
his contract expires he will likely be moving along. It will not 
be because of his terrible season. Rather the terrible season will 
be an excuse to remove what has been a thorn in the side of the 
MSU Administration since day one. 
When George does move along, I hope that he calls me up 
for interviewing advice. He may have trouble explaining his 
record to potential employers, and I am sure that after this Fall 
I can give him some advice about convincing interviewers that 
numbers are not everthing. 
Tenacious Twin to Topp le Tawdry Toronto 
By Rob Lewis 
I wish I were a Ramblin' Guy, but I'll do my best to make 
up for my deficiency by explaining why the Minnesota Twins 
will be the 1991 American League Champions. I have always 
wanted to write a tale-of-the-tape comparison between two 
contestants, and I figure that it will take all my limited ability to 
make distinctions and "think like a lawyer" to fully explain my 
reasoning. But! think I have pretty good reasons to expect the 
Twins to defeat the Toronto Blue Jays in six. 
Pitching: It is said that pitching wins, and in this series it 
will be crucial. But it will not be decisive. Minnesota's pitching 
is second in the ALto Toronto's, allowing about a seventh of an 
earned run more per game (team ERAs of3.55 and 3.69). Were 
the series shorter, Toronto would have a better starting corps 
overall and might be favored. Tom Candioni (RH, 13-13,2.60 
ERA), Jimmy Key (LH, 16-11, 3.07), Juan Guzman (RH 9-2, 
3.08) and Todd Stottlemyer (LH, 14-8,3 .83) comprise probably 
the most solid starting four on one team in the League, if not the 
Majors. But with the Series' format, the Twins can go to a three-
man rotation with Scott Erickson {RH, 19-8, 3.27), Jack Morris 
(RH, 18-12, 3.50) and Kevin Tapani (RH, 16-9, 2.90). Both 
staffs have walked far fewer batters than they have struck out 
(about I :2) and both have allowed fewer than a hit per inning. 
The only real difference is that the BlueJ ays haveoneofthe best 
lefties in the majors in Jimmy Key. But with the Twins' right-
handed hitters, the effect is limited. The respective bull pens are 
roughly equal as well. Toronto can go to erratic David Wells in 
long relief (15-10, 3.73), but the Twins have Carl Willis (8-3, 
2.43). Both teams have premiere "closers," too. The Twins' 
Rick Aguilera has 40 saves with an ERA of just 2.1 0; he has lost 
four games. Between Tom Henke (RH, 0-2, 2.42, 32 saves) and 
Dwayne Ward (LH, 7-6, 2.84, 20 saves), Toronto is equally as 
impressive. While it might seem that Toronto would be favored 
here with the option of a left- or right-handed closer, Aguilera 
actually has dealt with lefties better than right-handed hitters; 
they are hitting about 30 points lower against him. Advantage: 
None. 
Offense: Here the Twins are superior. Minnesota's team 
batting average has hovered around .283 since early July, while 
Toronto is hitting .259 overall. Each club has its share of great 
hillers-Toronto can rely on Joe Caner's 33 homers and .275 
average, and centerfielder Devon White (.283) and Roberto 
Alomar(.295) are dangerous; Minnesota's beuer hillers include 
Kirby Pucken (.319), Shane Mack (.307), Brian Harper (.314) 
and the third base platoon of Mike Pagliarulo (L) and ScouLeius 
(R), who have combined to hit.286 this year. DH Chili Davis 
is hitting 275 with 28 homers. Most importantly, anyone in the 
Twins lineup is a legitimate threat to get a hit, while Toronto's 
number seven, eight and nine hitters are anemic (Minnesota is 
hitting around .300 up the middle with Chuck Knoblauch at .288 
and Greg Gagne around .260). The teams are dead even in home 
runs (129) and runners left on base (1090), but the Twins 
averagealittleoverahitandarunmorepergame. TheBlueJays 
will have to use superior speed ( 141 stolen bases in 192 auempts 
compared to 91 of 156 for the Twins) to manufacture runs. 
Coming off the bench or as DH, Toronto has Rance Mulliniks 
(.251), Pat Tabler (.226) and newly-acquired Dave 'Til Run 
When I Have To" Parker; but Randy Bush (.301) has some late-
inning heroics as a PH already this year for Minnesota:-3 
homers to tie or win the game in the ninth-and Pagliarulo 
(.284) or Leius (.286) would also be available. Advantage: 
Twins. 
Defense: Earlier this season, Toronto almost gave away 
several games with sloppy play in the field. The Blue Jays trail 
only the Indians and the Yankees in team defense with 125 
errors; the Twins have commiued second-fewest (91 ). Position 
for position, Minnesota is as good or superior everywhere but 
possibly behind the plate, where Brian Harper couldn't throw a 
runner out to save his life. Yet at first base the Twins have one 
of the best, Kent Hrbek; second base is a virtual deadlock 
between Minnesota's Knoblauch and Alomar; at shortstop the 
Twins have the edge with Gagne (who did not commit an error 
for a stretch of nearly 70 games this year) over Manuel Lee; the 
match up at third between the Twins' platoon and Kelly Gruber 
is even. In the outfield the Twins should also prevail. With Dan 
Gladden, Kirby Puckett and Shane Mack, they have maybe the 
best defense around. With White in center the Blue Jays have 
range but not Puckeu's experience; Maldonado and Carter just 
can't keep up. Advantage: Twins. 
Coaching: Tom Kelly is not the most exciting man ever to 
coach the game, but he has been there before-which cannot be 
saidforToronto'sCitoGaston. Whilenaturalsmarts heremight 
favor the Blue jays, nothing surpasses the experience of having 
dealt with the pressure. Kelly did it in 1987, and he's a player's 
coach. Gaston has been known to exchange words with his 
pitchers as they leave the mound. Slight Advantage: Twins. 
Intangibles: Once more, experience is a fac tor. Hrbek, 
Puckett, Gagne and Gladden have all played in the ALCS and 
World Series. Jack Morris has won several games in post-
season play. OfToronto's pitchers, Key and Henke have felt 
ALCS pressure, but not the others. Dave Stieb is out Addition-
ally, four of the seven games will be played in Minneapolis, 
where the Blue Jays have fared fairly well but where the Twins 
were 50-28 (with three games left at home). Ask any member 
of the Tigers or Cardinals how friendly Minnesota's stadium is 
to visitors. Finally, the Twins are simply more of a team in the 
purest sense. They don't criticize each other, as certain Blue 
Jays have done; they don't yell at their manager when pulled 
from the mound. This team plays hard all the time and enjoys 
it. I don't doubt that the Blue Jays want to win. No one, 
however, expected the Twins to go from last to first; in Toronto 
they've been counting their pennants before they hatch for six 
years. It should be tough for the Blue Jays to play with two hands 
around their necks. Since the All-Star break, the Twins have 
quietly won when they had to (yet how much more national 
coverage did the White Sox get, despite never reaching first?), 
and they will once more. Advantage: Twins. 
Final Reason: So the network will take a bath on the 
ratings when either Atlanta or Pittsburgh plays the Twins in the 
World Series. Go Braves (Piusburgh baaaad; Atlanta gooood)! 
•e_-v __ 
Zedd & Music: A Fateful Attraction 
Law school presents an unhealthy social aunosphere and 
one could easily catalog its perversities. A common gripe is that 
ume pressures make it hard to en joy the unique interests of other 
students since so many factors conspire to discourage the 
pursuit of more "disposable" interests. Fortunately, some 
~!Udents remain as rigid about scheduling time for hobbies as 
ethers do for case club assignments (yeah, right). Witness John 
Zedd, IL and summer starter, who combines law studies with 
songwriting, guitar and piano. Most recently, he has been 
pertormingatO'Sullivanson Sunday nighL~.to the great delight 
oi the Zeddheads in the La"' School. 
Zedd is a bizarre prodig) "'ho taught himself how to play 
:xnh piano and guitar b: ear with no formal music lessons. He 
r,JCked up piano as a kid by auempting to play along with the 
"3010 He "hit the keys until it sounded good," and gradually 
~-ned chord progressions and harrnomes. Later he read books 
"l mus1c theof) , and developed vocally by singing songs he 
:-ermed. 
As an undergraduate at Harvard, Zedd became formally in-
>0'\'Cd with mus1c by joining an a capella chorus called the 
~:okcxhloes, a singmg group affiliated with the well-known 
:-ast' Pudding Club." Being a KrokO<liloe is a full-time JOb: 
L'l ·: perform in approx1matci: 150 concerts a year. In addition 
IC tne academic year conccru, the Kroks go on an annual 
~ummer world tour, warbling from Kyoto, Japan, to the Ameri-
.lll Embassy in Cairo, Egypt. 
Zedd · s most notable experience as a Krokodiloe was hav-
-~g Glenn Close, the Hast> Pudd1ng Club Woman of theY ear, 
perch upon his knee, unbutton his shirt and fondle his reportedly 
:.mple expanse of chest hair. Zedd serenaded Close in the 
lllnual tribute to the HPC honoree. To prep for theevem, Zedd 
·~nted "Fatal Attraction" before the sho"Y. so that he'd feel like 
h~ was singing to a "real movie star," but the result was a "really 
·~~ eird experience." The event is documented in a photo on his 
~au , in which Close looks giggly, drunk, and generally s!Iange, 
John Zedd plays Sunday nights at O'SuUivans. 
Zedd looks seriously psyched, and his fellow Kroks look on in 
disbelief. 
Zedd's approach to law school seems to be in h1s genes; he 
comes from a family tradition of unconventional law students 
and both his father ('60) and grandfather ('24) attended Michi-
gan Law School. His father was active in student politics and 
public speaking, and his grandfather was a Shakesperean actor. 
A nostalgic creature, Zedd currently occupies the same room 
that his father did when he lived in the Law Club. 
Zedd says that although law school takes up a lot of his time, 
music is a stabilizing influence on his academics. "It's an outJet 
for frustrations of law school," Zedd said. He also believes that 
performing gives him the confidence to speak out in class-
something he is not naturally comfortable doing. Zedd says it 
is far easier to sing in front of an audience at O'Sullivan's than 
it is to talk in class. 
Zedd quickly established himself as an unconventional 
memberofhis section by singing in Nickles Arcade th1s summer 
-and actually making some reasonable money on a couple of 
nights. Encouraged by positive responses on the s!Ieet and by 
his peers, Zedd made an acoustic guitar demo tape and submit-
ted it to some local bars. O'Sullivan 'sasked him toaud1tion,and 
the South universit) S!Ieet bar was his flfst cho1ce smce 1t 
would allow h1m to m1x h1s own songs w1th cover~ of popular 
tunes. He performed on a Wednesday mght, and the bar made 
him a permanent offer to play on Sunday mghts. Zedd attributes 
the job offer to the support he received from the law students 
who filled O'Sullivans on the mght of the audJuon. 
Zedd has a pleasant voice and is amazmgly adept "Y.Ith the 
guitar giVen his amount of experience. His music IS obviously 
influenced by music1ans such as Elv1s Costello, Billy Joel and 
Elton John. The songs he has wriuen range from senumental 
runes about his memones growmg up to paeans celebrating pre-
pubescent values. Although Zedd seemed nervous at h1s audJ-
tion, he now appears confident and upbeat, and he takes great 
advantage of his strong crowd rapport. 
Summer starters, myself included, seem truly inspired by a 
legiumate justification for going out every Sunday mght. As 
super-enthused I L Mike "Six Foot Three and Full of Muscle" 
Russell summed it up, "I JUSt wish I was a woman so I could have 
John Zedd's baby." 
Jesse Enters Race, Runs Away With Iowa 
Once again the mighty Wol-
verines s!Iuggled through a first half 
of football. Once again the bener 
......... team emerged in the second half. 
And once again the key play in a 
close game came just before inter-
mission. However, this time Michi-
gan was the better team. And this 
ume it was Haden Fry who committed the costly blunder. 
With his team ahead by four, having outplayed Michigan 
for the better part of half one, Coach Fry suffered a momentary 
lapse of reason-either that, or he thought he was Bobby Bowden. 
On 4th and 9 inside his own territOr)', Fry sent his punting unit 
onto the field, a sound, clear-minded decision. Then, inexplica-
bly, unbelievably, and beautifully I might add, Fry called for a 
fake punt. A bad decision regardless of the specific play caJied, 
n became an absolutely auociouscall when a running play to the 
up back unfolded. If you' reafraid of Mr. Howard carving you up 
like a hot knife through butter, then kick it out of bounds. Even 
1f you want to fake the punt, why run a play that won't gain nine 
yards if you run it 100 times. I don't know. And to tell you the 
truth I don't care. I'm just glad they did. Haden, field goals are 
for wimps, not punts. 
WeU, as we all know, Jesse, Johnson that is, made the 
Hawkeyes pay. And pay. And pay. And pay some more. Hey 
coach, where has this guy been. It is unfathomable to think the 
coaching staff could have been unaware of Johnson and his 
Vaughn-like tendencies. Assuming they were watching #30 
take snaps in practice, there are only two possible reasons for 
holding him back. One, nothing but the Big Ten season means 
anything, so why not suffer through a national television emar-
rasment on our own field while our running game sputtered and 
desperately cried out for some quickness. The second possibil-
ity is that Mo wanted to fmd out just how many carries and hits 
Ricky Powers could take before he fell to complete exhaustion 
or even better, injury. Whatever the reason, I'm sure Coach 
Moeller knew what he was doing. He always does, doesn't he? 
I'm sorry, just that cold medication going to my head. 
Let all fellow Blue faithful be thankful Jesse has finally 
arrived. He adds much needed quickness in the backfield, and 
more importantly some depth behind Powers. With Tyrone 
Wheatley at the third spot, tailback once again appears to be a 
strong and deep position. And after all, what would a Michigan 
team be without a strong, deep baclcfield. One problem, what 
happens if Bruisin' Burnie Legette succumbs to injury? I'd 
rather not find out. 
Steve Everiu is Michgan's most valuable offensive line-
man. Period. 
With another fme performance Yale Van Dyne has finally 
moved ahead of Yale Kamisar on the Michigan depth chart. 
Michigan played no where near as poorly as they did last 
week. Iowa is no where near the team Florida State is. Adding 
these two givens together produced a third- Michigan is the team 
to beat in the Big Ten. All those who picked Iowa to win put too 
much value on a loss at the hands of the world's number one 
college footbal l team, and too much faith in a totally unproven 
Iowa Hawkeye team. 
While I must include my weekly barb at those Spartans-it 
seems to bring good luck- I must also point out that after starting 
0-4, George Perles and his troops realize the one thing they can 
do to salvage their season at this point is to beat Michigan. The 
Blue, while clearly a farsuperiorteam, should prepare as if Gang 
Green is on a five game winning streak, and ignore those 
oddsmakers (even Craig Hoetger) who so wisely had M1chigan 
as 17 point favorites last year. Go Blue! (and watch out!). 
Dreamers Special: -Michigan wins the remainder of their 
games. -Tennessee loses to either Notre Dame or Florida. -
Oklahoma loses to either Colorado or Nebraska. -Florida St. and 
Miami play each other (late in the season) so its a safe bet one 
of them will lose. -Washington goes undefeated through the 
Pac-1 0. NEW YEARS DAY- #3 Michigan v. #2 Washington in 
the JeffRoth Rose Bowl. #I FSU/Miami v. #4 ? . This seems 
like a reasonable possibility (stretch) and if such a scenario were 
to unfold, the Blue would have some chance to claim the 
national title-a M victory coupled with a FSU/Miarni loss. 
PROBLEM-(aside from Michigan losing a game) the unde-
feated Baylor Bears. If the Bears should roll through the soft 
SWC and march in to the Mobil Cotton Bowl unscathed, a New 
Year's date with Bowden's Boyz or Mess's Monster's will 
surely produce the national titJe winner should U-M lose to 
Washington. So let's go Texas, Texas A+M, ... ! 
-Heisman Watch: 
-Casey Weldon: Great, great day versus Syracuse. Solidi-
fied position as froniiUnner. 
-Desmond Howard: Nothing wrong with 2 TD' sand a great 
run off of a reverse. Ten TO's in 4 games, and those opponents 
included 3 Top Ten teams. 
-Shane Mauhews: Hanging in their. Aorida only put a 16 
spot up there v. LSU, but Shane is waiting for a Gainesville 
showdown with Weldon and FSU. 
-Carl "Slim" Pickens: Tennessee was idle. Next week-
See ARMCHAIR, on page 9 
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Ask Dr. Manitsky 
From Family Law to Family l ies 
Dear Dr. Manit.Sky, 
I've been a fan of Michael J. Fox for years. I loved him in 
"Doc Hollywood" this summer, but miss him on the "small" 
screen. Is it true that NBC will air a "Family Ties" reunion? 
-Lauren (lL) 
Dear Lauren, 
Yes, it's true. Unfortunate! y. NBC has experienced consid-
erable difficulty in getting some of the original actors to agree. 
My sources tell me, however, that they've lined up Professor 
David Chambers to play the role of liberal dad Stephen Keaton 
and Professor Aleinilcoff to play Alex Keaton's whiny friend 
Skippy. Incidentally,l've written the network and suggested 
Dean Bollinger for the part of Jennifer, but I haven't received a 
response. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
Law in the Raw 
ABA sponsored or what? 
The first conference aimed at promoting understanding 
and a "fair go"toward sharks was held last August in Austra-
lia. Why weren't we we invited? Would it have counted for 
continuing legal education? How about a tax write-off? We 
definitely should have been invited. 
Chicago Tribune 
Jurisprudence at its rmest 
North Carolina Courts seem to have adopted their own 
spelling rules along with the usual procedural and conduct 
rules. As a result, the newest Court building, in Meck-
lenburg, NC, is the "Crimrninal Courts Building." 
Chicago Tribune 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
I understand that you're good friends with Greg "Trover" 
Arovas (3L). He seems like a really nice guy. Is it true that he's 
single, and is available for dinner tonight? 
-Interested (3L) 
Dear Interested, 
Yes, I am friends with Trover. And yes, he is single and is 
generally available for dinner. But perhaps more importantly, 
l recognize your handwriting, Trover. You uied this last year. 
Stop writing me. It won't work. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manit.Sky, 
An error was made recently in "That Dam Arts Column" by 
Spencer Gusick. In his review of the film "Barton Fink," 
Spencer Gusick mistakenly wrote: "Barton is a useless nebbish 
who cries alone in his room and cannot write more than a few 
crucial moment In fmest litigatorial tradition, it hung on his 
cross examination of the alleged victim, a possible paint sniffer. 
Question - "Does it affect your memory?" Reply-"Not that 
I recall." Finis. 
ABA Journal 
Disgruntled vegetarians on the run? 
56-year-old Leslie Merry was fatally injured by a turnip 
thrown from a passing car. London police said the attack was 
carried out by a gang whose members toss vegetables at random 
at passersby. Investigators noted that three months before 
Merry 's death, another man suffered stomach injuries when he 
was hit by a cabbage. 
Chicago Reader 
Tbe rme art of knowing when to just plain stop OK lL 's: here's a warm-up for that torts rmal. 
Attorney Mkhael J. Madden's defense of a Chicago Biagio di Crescenzo, 23, smashed his car into a tree near 
police officer from kidnapping charges had reached the Rome and was badly injured. After a motorist took him to a 
recycled hoes ... :· Spencer Gusick should have written:
"SpenccrGusick is a useless nebbish who cries alone in his root
and cannot wrtte more.. than a few recycled lines .... " Please
inform the staff that th1s mistake did not go unnoticed. 
Love, 
Steven R. Rosenblatt (3L) 
Dear Steve, 
We know. Indc~d. several people have written in a"boc
this-which IS surpnsmg, ~ince it suggests that there are acllJ
ally people out there who still read his column. I guess thi
means the ed1tors w 111 have to start reading it too. In any cast
we apologize for the m1x-up. 
I should pomt out, Steve, that your"correction" of Spencr
Gusick' s wntmg is itself not entirely accurate. Spencer Gusic
does not always cry alone; he is often accQmpanied by "Profes
sor" Pildes. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Panty Raider Stalks Laundry Room
On Sunday, September 29, an outrage occurred in the 
laundry room of the Lav. Club when a substantial number ot'
pant1es were stolen from a student's dryer. 
Tile victim, who wishes to remain anonymous, entered the 
laundr) room and saw a m.m rooting through the dryer which
she was using. The thief. who "looked older- not like a law
student," left qmckl) 1vhen he entered, but he appeared to havt 
a pair of her underwear "k1nd of tucked up under his arm." 
Tile victim stated that the entire incident was so bizarre that
she did not believe what she had seen, and thus did not attempt
to stop the perpetrator. Until she went through her laundry and
did a pantie-count, she thought she had imagined the whole 
experience. 
"I used to have a rcall) full drawer of underwear that I could
hardly shut," she said. Apparently he absconded with more
panties than she first believed. "Now I think a lot are missing-
I don't have the plethora of panties I used w." The true tragedy
is that the panties she saw him with were a "really comfortable
pair." God knows, we all have our favorites. 
The victim decided against reporting the incident to the 
Lawyers Club Desk. "It's not like they were going to catch
him," shesaid,"and it's not like I want the damn things back no\\ 
that he's had them. He can keep 'em." 
Just in case, one pair in question was from Victoria's Secret
and had bnght orange and pink flowers. Keep an eye out 
By Ward, Gard & Blum 
hospital, he was sent in an ambulance toward another hospital 
for further treatment, but the ambulance smashed into an on-
coming car. A motorist took him to another hospital, where 
he was again dispatched in an ambulance for further treat-
ment That ambulance smashed into another cab in a suburb 
of Rome, killing di Crescenzo. Who is liable for poor di 
Crescenzo's death? 
City Paper 
More on that tortious note-
The New York State Health Department fined A. Barton 
Hepburn Hospital S4 ,000 in 1984 for allowing its chief medi-
cal officer, Dr. John Bongiovanni,to continue to perform op-
erations after a 1980 auto accident left him blind. Bongio-
vanni performed urinary, bladder, and prostate operations 
with the help of nurses and doctors who made decisions for 
him. 
More News of the Weird 
